where Fahe Works

Fahe and our Members create transformational change in: KY, TN, VA, WV, AL, MD

Fahe is on a mission to eliminate persistent poverty in Appalachia. We provide our Network of 50+ local leaders with the resources of finance, collaboration, innovation, advocacy, and communication to help craft long-lasting solutions for the needs of our region.

Fahe coordinates a network of 502 Direct packaging partners in: AL, DE, FL, GA, IN, KY, MD, MI, MS, NY, NC, OH, PA, SC, TN, VA, WV, VT

Fahe—declared a “Champion of Rural Housing” by USDA—streamlines the delivery of 502 Direct affordable home loans and uplifts our nation’s rural area alongside 40+ packaging partners in 18 states.

Fahe is licensed to originate and service loans in: KY, TN, VA, WV, IN, AL, FL, MI, MS, and soon ME

Fahe delivers housing capital and supports long-term success for homeowners through quality customer care and personalized account management.